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ABSTRACT
In the present paper, we consider the Tachibana space (n>2) with parallel
Bochner curvature tensor. Several theorems will be investigated.
1. Introduction. An n ( =2m) dimensional Kaehlerian space
is a
11
Riemannian space admitting a structure tensor Fj satisfying :
(1.1) F/11 F,( =-of,

K:

(1.2)

Jt'..I/ = -FJI'
..

and
(1.3)

'V jp;h

(F. = Ft g 1 ,)
1

IJ

J

11.

= 0,

where 'V j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to

b}

Christoffel symbol
formed with gii' wh~re gji i~ Riemannian metric satisfying
(1.4) Fj p;s gts = g ji.
From (1.2) and (1.3), we obtain
(1.5) 'V kFji =0.
Now, from (1.3) and the Ricci identity
'V k'V jF;h - 'V j 'V kFih = RtsF:s - R~jiF:'
we obtain
(1.6) RNiFsh = RtsF:s.
The Riemannia.n curvature tensor, Rijh, is given by
(1. 7)

Rijk = ai {Jk}-a j {?k }+fa H~k }- {Jz H;" },

a

.

~

where ai = axi and Rik= Rijk is the Ricci tensor, while R=Rjkgl

is a scalar

curvature.
S. Tachibana [3] has defined the Bochner curvature tensor (with respect to
real local co-ordinates) as
(18)
'

1
K~k
= R~k
+-(Hko~J -RJ.'ko~ + g.kR~J -gJ'kR~ +S.kF~J -SJ'kFh +F.kS~J -F.kS~
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where S Jk = Ff Rhk.
An almost Tachibana space is first of all an almost Hermite space. That is,
a 2n-dimensional space with an almost complex structure F satisfying (1.1), (1.2)
and finally has the property that the skew symmetric tensor Fih is killing tensor:
(1.9)
V' JFhi + V' iFJh = 0,
from which
(1.10) V' Jph
+ V.Fh
= 0
I
I
J
and
(1.11)

Fi= -V' JF/.

Now, the Nijenhuis tensor

Nj i
1

is written in the form:

(1.12) Nji ,= -4(VJF/ ')F;h +2G5iF/ +FjG,~ -F/Gj~
and consequently, we have [5]
Theorem 1. In an almost Tachibana space, we obtain
(1.13)

Nj i =-4(V.;F'/ )F/',
1

and consequently V' JFih is pure inj and i.
When the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes, the almost Tachibana space is called
a Tachibana space. In this case, we have from (1.13) the following [5]
V' JFi

h

=0.

Hence we have
Theorem 2. A Tachibana space is a Kaehlerian space.
In this paper, we shall consider the Tachibana space (n>2) with parallel
Bochner curvature tensor, i.e.,
(1.14) V' JK0k = 0.
We shall call the Tachibana space satisfying (1.14) a TPBn-space and the space
satisfying KOk =0 will be called an TVBn-space
In order to avoid complicated calculations, we put

~

(1.15) rciJ = n 4 [Ru (1.16) M I).. = Fhnh.'J
I

and

=-

2(n~ 2)giJ}
1

-[s. -

n+4

I)

R

2(n+2)

F.)
IJ

'
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Thus, (1.8) can be written as
(1.18)

K[jk

RU1i + DtJ1i·

=

Moreover, niJ,Mii and D{j11 satisfy the following conditions:
0.19) 7t g""nab
(1.20) Af IJ.. =-M··
JI

=·2F~~~-.2)'

and
(1.21) o,:;1111:::=/JhhU,

(D1~1iiJ= othgu)·

A Tachibana space is said to be a recurrent space if its curvature tenso1

RU" satisfies
( 1 .22 )

v I JY"
iijil

H" c= () '

.... 1/\.,I iijl.-

f'or a non-zero recurrence vector Al. From (1.3), (l.8), ( 1.14) and ( 1.22), wu have Lhe
following:
Theorem 3. Every recurrent TPBn-space is a TVBn-space.
Let a TPBn-space be an Einstein space, then the Ricci tensor satisfies

R

= n giJ, V 1Ru =0,

(1.23)

RiJ

(1.24)

Su=~ F;;, \1 1Rii =0

from which, we get
and V 1Su

=0.

Substituting (1.23) and (1.24) in (1.14), we get
VJlU11 =: 0.
Thus, we have the following rusult:
Theorem 4. Every Tachibana Einstein TPBn - space is symmetric in the
sense of Cartan.
2. Ricci Recurrent. TPBn- space: A Tachibana space is said to be a Ricci
recurrent space, if the Ricci tensor Rij satisfies
V 1R-!c
IJ
1Rlj.. =0

J

for a non-zero recurrence vector Az .
We, now, have the following result.
Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for
tensor is that nij be a recurrent tensor.
Proof. Suppose that RiJ is a recurrent tensor, i.e.,
(2.1)

V 1R-!c
lj
IJ =0 •
1R.

Multiplying (2.1) with respect to giJ, we have
(2.2)

V 1R-!c 1R = 0,

which by virtue of (1.15) and (2.1) gives

Rij

to be a recurrent
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=0.

(2.3)

V 1n I;/.. - A1n v..

Hence

nu is a recurrent tensor.
Conversely, if we have (2.3), then by multiplication with giJ it gives

(2.4)

v (TC -- A17t = 0.

Consequently, from (1.19) and (1.15), we have
V 1R IJ.. - t.., 1R IJ..

=0,

i.e., the Ricci tensor is recurrent one.
This completes the proof of theorem 5.

Theorem 6. In a TPBn-space, if V1R;; -AJ-lii ": 0, for a non-zero recurrence
vector A1 and a non-zero tensor Rij, then the tensor Dbk is not cqi:al to zero.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that Dbk =0. Since the space is a TPBnspace, we have from (1.18) that
V1Rb11=0.
Contracting the above equation with respect to h and i, we get V 1R;k = 0, from
which we have A1Rik = 0, which is impossible, since A1 :-t- 0 and

R.ik :-t- 0.

Hence, the

DD11 :-t- 0 .
The following two Lemmas were proved by Walker [4] and Ruse, Walker
and Willmore [2]:
Lemma 1. The curvature tensor Rhijk satisfies the identity
tensor

(2.5)

V1V mR1iu11 -V mV1R1i;.;11

+ V h V;R.;ktm -V1V 1iR.;klm + V .;V kRlmhi V1Y.1R1mhi

0.

Lemma 2. If aa~· ba are the quantities satisfying
(2.6)

aap

=apa ,aapby + apyba + ayabp =0,

for a.,13, y = 1,2, ... ,N, then either all the

aap

are zero or all the ba are zero.

Using the above Lemmas, we can prove the following result:

Theorem 7. In a TPBn-space, if V 1Ru -A 1Ru = 0 for a non-zero vector A1
and a non-zero tensor Rij• then the recurrence vector A1 is gradient.

Proof. If we suppose .that V 1Ru -A 1Ru = 0, then by Theorem 5, we get

= 0 and consequently from
V1M u.. - A1M u.. = 0 and

V 1nu -A 1n;.;
(2. 7)

V 1 D;~11 - A 1 D;~11 = 0.

From (1.14), (1.18) and (2.7), we get

(1.16) and (1.17), we have
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(2.8)

Db11 =0 .

V 1Rtk - 'A 1

Differentiating (2.8) covariantly and using (2. 7), we obtain
(2.9)

V111VJl!i11 + Vm'AJJtk + A1AmDD11=0.

Hence

vi v mRD111i + \7m\71D{jkh + Al,,,Diikh 0,
::=

where A1,,, V1Am -· V,,.A 1 •
The identity (2.5) gives
(2.10) A1111 D,:;1111 +'Au D11111rn + 'A111iR1mu = 0
The equation (2.10) is of the form (2.6) because Dijkh=Dkhi}' By Theorem 6
the tensor Dijkh is not zero. Hence, by the Lemma 2, A1111

=0, i.e.,

'V 1'Am

=\7 mAt

,

which is the condition for A1 to be gradient.
The next theorem is easy to prove.
Theorem 8. A TPBn-space satisfying Rij=O is symmetric in the sense of
Cartan.
The following Lemma has been proved by Matsumoto [1]:
Lemma 3. In a compact Tachibana space with parallel Bochner curvature
tensor giJ \7 JR is a contravariant analytic vector.
Now, suppose that the TPBn-space is Ricci recurrent space, then we have
V1Ru

'A 1Ru

= 0 and

\7 1R - 'AJ~ = 0 . Hence, from the above Lemma, 'Ai R is a

contravariant analytic vector and we get
Theorem 9. If a compact TPBn-space is Riicci recurrent, then the vector
'Ai R is a contravarient analytic vector.

3. Parallel Vector Fields in TPBn-Space. Let us assume that a TPBnspace admits a parallel vector field vi, that is,
(3.1)

\7 1vi

= Q,

whence we have
(3.2) V/ii = O, where vi = Fjvi .
Making use of the Ricci and Bianchi is identities, we get
(3.3)

(a)

(3.4)

(a)
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(3.5)

(a)

(b)

ua\7 aRhiJli

=O,i:iaV J~iJ = O,vav aR = 0.

We know that (Tachibana [3])

(3.6)
where
(3.7)

Kuk= v JRjk -\7 jRih + 2~:1~2)(gu/>~ --gjl,o; + fi:,;,F)

Therefore, for a TPBn-space,
(3.8)

W3

-F.j1J 1+2fi(ili{)vJt.
1
:

have '

ViRjk -V }Rill+ 2(nl+ 2)(giho~ - gjko: + ~1ili)

--- Fjl,Ji:1-1-2 f1~JF'/ fv 1R

()

As the differential form S= 1/:BijdxidxJ is closed (Yano 151, page 72), it follows
that
(3.9)

FJ1ViSiJ = V JRil1 -ViRJh·

Multiplying (3.8) by F/:,F~, we get
(3.10) V mRnJ

= F,~F~(v JRih -\1 1R}l

1)

Multiplying (3.8) by F,;~F~ and taking account of (3.10), we get
(3.11) \lmRn) =(gmn\ljR+gmj\lnR FmnF}V1R-FmjF,:V1R+2gnj\lmR)/2(n+2)
Multiplying (3.11) by vnJ and using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we get
V2t1mR=O, (where u is the magnitude of vi) from which it follows that R is
constant.
We know that (Matsumoto [1])
Lemma 4. If a Kaehlerian (Tachibana) space with parallel Bochner
curvature tensor has constant scalar curvature, then it is a symmetric space.
Using the above Lemma, we obtain
Theorem 10. If a TPBn-space admits a parallel vector field vi, then at
least one of the following two cases occurs :
(i)
the· space is symmetric,
vi is a null vector.
(ii)
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